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To: Housing Committee 

From: Director of Housing 

Date: 12 January 1998 Ref GWIAMmW7 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Subject: Estate Regeneration - 
Holehills Initiative 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Committee on progress with the 
proposed redevelopment of Holehills, Airdrie. 

2. Background 

2.1 The intentions of the Holehills Initiative were previously reported to 
Committee in October 1996 and March 1997, namely that a joint marketing 
approach be taken to developing a site made up of Housing and Leisure land, 
provided that existing football pitches could be relocated. 

2.2 Results of a ground condition survey of the development site have recently 
been obtained. These results indicate the existence of coal seams and 
mineworkings within the site area. It is estimated that if the entire site were to 
be developed (i.e. both the recently demolished housing area and the playing 
fields - as shown at Appendix 1) then this would require an estimated &1.7m of 
ground consolidation works. 

2.3 The majority of difficulties associated with this site occur within Leisure 
Services playing fields. Two mineshafts were discovered in the south western 
edge of the ‘demolished area’ which can be accounted for within any future 
development brief. It is considered that the majority of ground consolidation 
costs would be associated with any desired development of the playing fields. 
Construction Services Department has requested information from the Coal 
Authority regarding mine abandonment plans for this area‘ which should 
clarify the extent of ground consolidation required on the recently demolished 
site. / 
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3. 

3.1 

4. 

4.1 

5. 

5.1 

Current Position 

The exclusion of the playing fields from the development area is considered to 
be the only realistic method of achieving a marketable site, and it is proposed 
to liaise with Planning and Development Department to produce a 
development brief to maximise the potential development of the Housing area 
only. 

Recommendation 

Committee is asked to approve the marketing of the Housing site only and 
refer this report to the Leisure Services Committee for its information in 
relation to the playing fields at Holehills. 

Background Information 

Background information is available from the Housing Department. 

i 

Gavin Whitefieid 
Director of Housing 
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